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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0644520A1] The present invention relates to a method and a device for applying a removable message on a sign for consecutive
repeated presentation of series of images and of the type wherein each image is made up of a plurality of image portions located on rotatable prisms
or display screens having a cross section such as that of an equilateral triangle and wherein the same poster blades as for common billboards are
used. The object of the invention is to permit an easier, safer and quicker replacement of messages. This is arrived at by providing each screen side
(3) with a plastic foil (4) which covers said screen side and which is located at a small distance outside the screen side and by inserting from below
into the space provided therebetween, the message in the form of a paper strip (28) by means of a rigid band (22) which from a coiled position on
a tool located on a lower beam (1) of the sign is brought to enter between the screen-side and the plastic foil and to the uppermost portion (27) of
which the incoming paper strip (28) is momentarily attached. <IMAGE>
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